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RESUME. Etant donné des espaces microlinéaires M , N avec
x 2 M et y 2 N , nous avons étudié dans un article précé-
dent [Beiträge zur Algebra und Geometrie, 45 (2004), 677-
696] un certain type dapplications de la totalité TDnx des D
n-
microcubes sur M en x vers la totalité TDny des D
n-microcubes
sur N en y, appelées alors pré-connexions dordre n, et ap-
pelées iciDn-tangentielles, qui donnent une généralisation sans-
germe des di¤érentielles totales dordre n. Dans cet article,
après avoir étudié de manière plus approfondie cette générali-
sation, nous proposons un certain type dapplications de TDnx
vers TDny , appelées Dn-tangentielles, qui donnent une autre
généralisation sans-germe des di¤érentielles totales dordre n.
Nous étudions alors la relation entre Dn-tangentielles et Dn-
tangentielles, dabord dans le cas où des coordonnées ne sont
pas accessibles (i.e., M et N sont des espaces microlinéaires
généaux sans condition supplémentaire), puis lorsquil y a des
coordonnées (i.e., M et N sont des variétés formelles). Dans
le premier cas, nous avons une application naturelle des Dn-
tangentielles dans les Dn-tangentielles, et dans le deuxième cas
nous montrons que cette application naturelle est injective. Nos
idées sont présentées dans notre cadre préféré la géométrie dif-
férentielle synthétique, mais elles sont facilement applicables,
avec quelques modications, à des généalisations des variétés
di¤érentiables telles que les espaces di¤érentiables et des var-
iétés de dimension innie appropriées. Cet article peut être vu
comme donnant une généralisation microlinéaire des intéres-
santes considérations de Kock [1978] sur le calcul des séries de
Taylor.
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1 Introduction
In teaching di¤erential calculus of several variables, mathematicians are
expected to exhort freshmen or sophomores majoring in science, engi-
neering etc. to understand that it is not partial derivatives but total
di¤erentials that are of intrinsic meaning, while partial derivatives are
used for computational purposes. If we want to discuss not only rst-
order total di¤erentials but higher-order ones, we have to resort to the
theory of jets initiated by Ehresmann, though it is not easy to general-
ize it beyond the scope of nite-dimensional smooth manifolds so as to
encompass di¤erentiable spaces and suitable innite-dimensional man-
ifolds, for which the reader is referred, e.g., to Navarro and Sancho de
Salas [8] and Libermann [6].
The then moribund notion of nilpotent innitesimals in di¤erential
geometry was retrieved by Lawvere in the middle of the preceding cen-
tury, while Robinson revived invertible innitesimals in analysis, and
Grothendieck authenticated nilpotent innitesimals in algebraic geom-
etry. Kock [2, 3], following the new directions in di¤erential geometry
enunciated by Lawvere as synthetic di¤erential geometry (usually ab-
breviated to SDG), has investigated di¤erential calculus from this noble
standpoint as the foundations of SDG. For readable textbooks on SDG,
the reader is referred to Kock [4], Lavendhomme [5] and Moerdijk and
Reyes [7].
Kock [3] has shown that the innitesimal space Dn captures n-th
order di¤erential calculus. To show this, he had to exploit the fact
that another innitesimal space Dn = D  :::  D (the product of n
copies of D) has a good grasp of n-th order di¤erential calculus. In
our previous paper (Nishimura [13]) we have demonstrated that, given
microlinear spaces M;N with x 2 M and y 2 N , nth order total
di¤erentials can be captured as a certain kind of mappings from the
totality TD
n
x (M) of D
n-microcubes on M at x to the totality TD
n
y (N)
of Dn-microcubes on N at y, which were called nth order preconnec-
tions there and are to be called Dn-tangentials here. In this paper we
propose another generalization of nth order total di¤erentials as a cer-
tain kind of mappings from the totality TDnx (M) of Dn-microcubes on
M at x to the totality TDny (N) of Dn-microcubes on N at y, which are
to be called Dn-tangentials. Then we study the relationship between
Dn-tangentials and Dn-tangentials, rstly in case that coordinates are
not available (i.e., M and N are general microlinear spaces without
further conditions imposed) and secondly in case that coordinates are
available (i.e., M and N are formal manifolds). In the former case we
have a natural mapping from Dn-tangentials into Dn-tangentials, while
in the latter case the natural mapping is shown to be bijective. Since
we have shown in our previous paper that our notion of Dn-tangentials
is a generalization of Ehresmanns classical notion of jets, this means
that not only Dn-tangentials but also Dn-tangentials are a generaliza-
tion of jets. Our ideas will be presented within our favorite framework
of synthetic di¤erential geometry, but they are readily applicable to
such generalizations of smooth manifolds as di¤erentiable spaces and
suitable innite-dimensional manifolds with due modications. This
paper is to be looked upon as a microlinear generalization of Kocks
[3] perspicacious considerations on Taylor series calculus. The exact
relationship between Dn-tangentials and Dn-tangentials in the general
setting, besides mere existence of a canonical mapping from the former
to the latter, remains an open problem for the competent and inspired
reader. Last but not least, we gladly acknowledge our indebtedness to
the anonymous referee, who has made many constructive suggestions,
without which the paper would not have been completed.
2 Preliminaries
2.1 Microcubes
Let R be the extended set of real numbers with cornucopia of nilpotent
innitesimals, which is expected to acquiesce in the so-called general
Kock axiom (cf. Lavendhomme [5, p.42]. We denote by D1 or D the
totality of elements of R whose squares vanish. More generally, given a
natural number n, we denote by Dn the set
fd 2 Rjdn+1 = 0g.
Given natural numbers m;n, we denote by D(m)n the set
f(d1; :::; dm) 2 Dmjdi1 :::din+1 = 0g,
where i1; :::; in+1 shall range over natural numbers between 1 and m
including both ends. We will often write D(m) for D(m)1. By con-
vention D0 = D0 = f0g. A polynomial  of d 2 Dn is called a
simple polynomial of d 2 Dn if every coe¢ cient of  is either 1 or
0, and if the constant term is 0. A simple polynomial  of d 2 Dn
is said to be of dimension m, in notation dim() = m, provided that
m is the least integer with m+1 = 0. By way of example, letting
d 2 D3, we have dim(d) = dim(d + d2) = dim(d + d3) = 3 and
dim(d2) = dim(d3) = dim(d2 + d3) = 1.
Simplicial innitesimal spaces are spaces of the form
D(m;S) = f(d1; :::; dm) 2 Dmjdi1 :::dik = 0 for any (i1; :::; ik) 2 Sg,
where S is a nite set of sequences (i1; :::; ik) of natural numbers with
1  i1 < ::: < ik  m. A simplicial innitesimal space D(m;S)
is said to be symmetric if (d1; :::; dm) 2 D(m;S) and  2 Sm al-
ways imply (d(1); :::; d(m)) 2 D(m;S). To give an example of sim-
plicial innitesimal spaces, we have D(2) = D(2; (1; 2)) and D(3) =
D(3; (1; 2); (1; 3); (2; 3)), which are all symmetric. The number m is
called the degree of D(m;S), in notation: m = degD(m;S), while
the maximum number n such that there exists a sequence (i1; :::; in)
of natural numbers of length n with 1  i1 < ::: < in  m containing
no subsequence in S is called the dimension of D(m;S), in notation:
n = dimD(m;S). By way of example, degD(3) = degD(3; (1; 2)) =
degD(3; (1; 2); (1; 3)) = degD3 = 3, while dimD(3) = 1, dimD(3; (1; 2)) =
dimD(3; (1; 2); (1; 3)) = 2 and dimD3 = 3. It is easy to see that if
n = dimD(m;S), then d1+ :::+dm 2 Dn for any (d1; :::; dm) 2 D(m;S).
Innitesimal spaces of the form Dm are called basic innitesimal spaces.
Given two simplicial innitesimal spacesD(m;S) andD(m0;S 0), a map-
ping ' = ('1; :::; 'm0) : D(m;S) ! D(m0;S 0) is called a monomial
mapping if every 'j is a monomial in d1; :::; dm with coe¢ cient 1.
Given a microlinear space M and an innitesimal space E, a map-
ping  from E to M is called an E-microcube on M. Dn-microcubes
are often called n-microcubes. In particular, 1-microcubes are usually
called tangent vectors, and 2-microcubes are often referred to as mi-
crosquares. We denote by TE(M) the totality of E-microcubes on M.
Given x 2 M , we denote by TEx(M) the totality of E-microcubes  on
M with (0; :::; 0) = x.
We denote by Sn the symmetric group of the set f1; :::; ng, which
is well known to be generated by n   1 transpositions < i; i + 1 >
exchanging i and i+ 1(1  i  n  1) while keeping the other elements
xed. Given  2 Sn and  2 TDnx (M), we dene () 2 TDnx (M) to
be
()(d1; :::; dn) = (d(1); :::; d(n))
for any (d1; :::; dn) 2 Dn. Given  2 R and  2 TDnx (M), we dene
 
i
 2 TDnx (M) (1  i  n) to be
( 
i
)(d1; :::; dn) = (d1; :::; di 1; di; di+1; :::; dn)
for any (d1; :::; dn) 2 Dn. Given  2 R and  2 TDnx (M), we dene
 2 TDnx (M) (1  i  n) to be
()(d) = (d)
for any d 2 Dn. The restriction mapping  2 TDn+1x (M) 7! jDn 2
TDnx (M) is often denoted by n+1;n.
Between TD
n
x (M) and T
Dn+1
x (M) there are 2n+ 2 canonical map-
pings:
TD
n+1
x (M)
di    !     si
TD
n
x (M) (1  i  n+ 1)
For any  2 TDnx (M), we dene si() 2 TDn+1x (M) to be
si()(d1; :::; dn+1) = (d1; :::; di 1; di+1; :::; dn+1)
for any (d1; :::; dn+1) 2 Dn+1. For any  2 TDn+1x (M), we dene di() 2
TD
n
x (M) to be
di()(d1; :::; dn) = (d1; :::; di 1; 0; di; :::; dn)
for any (d1; :::; dn) 2 Dn. These operations satisfy the so-called simpli-
cial identities (cf. Goerss and Jardine [1, p.4]).
For any  2 TDnx (M) and any d 2 Dn, we dene id() 2 TDn+1x (M) to
be
id()(d
0) = (dd0)
for any d0 2 Dn+1.
2.2 Quasi-Colimit Diagrams
Proposition 1 R believes that the multiplication mn : DnDn ! Dn,
given by mn(d1; d2) = d1d2 for any (d1; d2) 2 Dn Dn, is surjective.
Proof. By the same token as in the proof of Proposition 1 of Lavend-
homme [5, Section 2.2].
Proposition 2 R believes that the addition an : Dn ! Dn, given by
an(d1; :::; dn) = d1 + :::+ dn for any (d1; :::; dn) 2 Dn, is surjective.
Proof. By the same token as in the proof of Proposition 2 of Lavend-
homme [5, Section 2.2].
Corollary 3 R believes that the mapping man : Dn Dn ! Dn, given
by man(d; d1; :::; dn) = d(d1 + :::+ dn) for any (d; d1; :::; dn) 2 Dn Dn,
is surjective.
Proof. This follows from Propositions 1 and 2.
Proposition 4 R perceives the addition an : Dn ! Dn as a coequalizer
of n mappings idDn ;  1; :::; n 1 of Dn into itself, where  i : Dn ! Dn is
the mapping permuting the i-th and (i + 1)-th components of Dn while
xing the other components.
Proof. By the same token as in the proof of Proposition 3 of Lavend-
homme [5, Section 2.2].
Proposition 5 R perceives the multiplication mn;n+1 : Dn  Dn+1 !
Dn, given by mn;n+1(d1; d2) = d1d2 for any (d1; d2) 2 Dn  Dn+1, as a
coequalizer of mappings mn;n+1 idDn+1 and idDnmn+1 of DnDn+1
Dn+1 into Dn Dn+1.
Proof. By the same token as in the proof of Proposition 5 of Lavend-
homme [5, Section 2.2].
The following theorem will play a predominant role in this paper.
Theorem 6 Any simplicial innitesimal space D of dimension n is the
quasi-colimit of a nite diagram whose objects are of the form Dks
(0  k  n) and whose arrows are natural injections.
Proof. Let D=D(m;S). For any maximal sequence 1  i1 < ::: <
ik  m of natural numbers containing no subsequence in S (maximal
in the sense that it is not a proper subsequence of such a sequence),
we have a natural injection of Dk into D. By collecting all such Dks
together with their natural injections into D, we have an overlapping
representation ofD in terms of basic innitesimal spaces. This represen-
tation is completed into a quasi-colimit representation ofD by takingDl
together with its natural injections into Dk1 and Dk2 for any two basic
innitesimal spaces Dk1 and Dk2 in the overlapping representation of D,
where if Dk1 and Dk2 come from the sequences 1  i1 < ::: < ik1  m
and 1  i1 < ::: < ik2  m in the above manner, then Dl together with
its natural injections intoDk1 andDk2 comes from the maximal common
subsequence 1  ei1 < ::: < eil  m of both the preceding sequences of
natural numbers in the above manner. By way of example, the method
leads to the following quasi-colimit representation of D=D(3)2:
In the above representation ijks and ijs are as follows:
1. the j-th and k-th components of ijk(d1; d2) 2 D(3)2 are d1 and d2
respectively, while the remaining component is 0;
2. the j-th component of ij(d) 2 D2 is d, while the other component
is 0.
The quasi-colimit representation of D depicted in the proof of the
above theorem is called standard. Generally speaking, there are mul-
tiple ways of quasi-colimit representation of a given simplicial inni-
tesimal space. By way of example, two quasi-colimit representations
of D(3; (1; 3); (2; 3)) (= (D D) _D) were given in Lavendhomme [5,
pp.92-93], only the second one being standard.
2.3 Convention
Unless stated to the contrary, M and N are microlinear spaces with
x 2M and y 2 N .
3 The First Kind of Tangentials
Let n be a natural number. A Dn-pseudotangential from (M;x) to
(N; y) is a mapping f : TD
n
x (M) ! TDny (N) such that for any  2
TD
n
x (M), any  2 R and any  2 Sn, we have the following:
f( 
i
) =  
i
f() (1  i  n) (1)
f(()) = (f()) (2)
We denote by J^n(M;x;N; y) the totality of Dn-pseudotangentials from
(M;x) to (N; y). We have the canonical projection
^n+1;n : J^
n+1(M;x;N; y)! J^n(M;x;N; y), so that
f(sn+1()) = sn+1(^n+1;n(f)())
for any f 2 J^n+1(M;x;N; y) and any  2 TDnx (M). For any nat-
ural numbers n, m with m  n, we dene ^n;m : J^n(M;x;N; y) !
J^m(M;x;N; y) to be ^m+1;m  :::  ^n;n 1.
Interestingly enough, any Dn-pseudotangential naturally gives rise
to what might be called a D-pseudotangential for any simplicial inni-
tesimal space D of dimension less than or equal to n.
Theorem 7 Let n be a natural number. Let D be a simplicial innitesi-
mal space of dimension less than or equal to n. AnyDn-pseudotangential
f from (M;x) to (N; y) naturally induces a mapping fD : TDx (M) !
TDy (N) abiding by the following condition:
fD ( 
i
) =  
i
fD ()
for any  2 R and any  2 TDx (M). If the simplicial innitesimal space
D is symmetric, the induced mapping fD : TDx (M)! TDy (N) acquiesces
in the following condition of symmetry besides the above one:
fD (()) = (fD ())
for any  2 Sn and any  2 TDx (M).
Proof. For the sake of simplicity, we deal only with the case that
D =D(3)2, for which the standard quasi-colimit representation was given
in the proof of Theorem 6. Therefore, giving  2 TD(3)2x (M) is equiva-
lent to giving 12; 13; 23 2 TD2x (M) with d2(12) = d2(13), d1(12) =
d2(23) and d1(13) = d1(23). By Proposition 1.3 of Nishimura [13],
we have
d2(f(12)) = f(d2(12)) = f(d2(13)) = d2(f(13)),
d1(f(12)) = f(d1(12)) = f(d2(23)) = d2(f(23)), and
d1(f(13)) = f(d1(13)) = f(d1(23)) = d1(f(23)),
which determines a unique fD(3)2() 2 TD(3)2y (N) with d1(fD(3)2()) =
f(23), d2(fD(3)2()) = f(13) and d3(fD(3)2()) = f(12). The proof that
fD(3)2 acquiesces in the desired two properties is safely left to the reader.
Remark 8 The reader should note that the induced mapping fD is de-
ned in terms of the standard quasi-colimit representation of D. The
concluding corollary of this section will show that the induced mapping
fD is independent of our choice of a quasi-colimit representation of D to
a large extent, whether it is standard or not, as long as f is not only a
Dn-pseudotangential but also a Dn-tangential (to be dened just below).
We note in passing that ^n;m(f) with m  n is no other than fDm.
The notion of aDn-tangential from (M;x) to (N; y) is dened induc-
tively on n. The notion of a D0-tangential from (M;x) to (N; y) and
that of a D1-tangential from (M;x) to (N; y) shall be identical with
that of a D0-pseudotangential from (M;x) to (N; y) and that of a D1-
pseudotangential from (M;x) to (N; y) respectively. Now we proceed by
induction. A Dn+1-pseudotangential f : TD
n+1
x (M) ! TDn+1y (N) from
(M;x) to (N; y) is called a Dn+1-tangential from (M;x) to (N; y) if it
acquiesces in the following two conditions:
1. ^n+1;n(f) is a Dn-tangential from (M;x) to (N; y).
2. For any  2 TDnx (M), we have
f((d1; :::; dn+1) 2 Dn+1 7 ! (d1; :::; dn 1; dndn+1) 2M)
= (d1; :::; dn+1) 2 Dn+1 7 !
^n+1;n(f)()(d1; :::; dn 1; dndn+1) 2 N (3)
We denote by Jn(M;x;N; y) the totality of Dn-tangentials from
(M;x) to (N; y). By the very denition of a Dn-tangential, the projec-
tion ^n+1;n : J^n+1(M;x;N; y) ! J^n(M;x;N; y) is naturally restricted
to a mapping n+1;n : Jn+1(M;x;N; y) ! Jn(M;x;N; y). Similarly for
n;m : J
n(M;x;N; y)! Jm(M;x;N; y) with m  n.
Proposition 9 Let L;M;N be microlinear spaces with x 2 L; y 2 M
and z 2 N . If f is a Dn-tangential from (L; x) to (M; y) and g is a
Dn-tangential from (M; y) to (N; z), then the composition g  f is a Dn-
tangential from (L; x) to (N; z), and n;n 1(g  f) = n;n 1(g)n;n 1(f)
provided that n  1.
Proof. In case of n = 0, there is nothing to prove. It is easy to see
that if f is aDn-tangential from (L; x) to (M; y) and g is aDn-tangential
from (M; y) to (N; z), then the composition g  f satises conditions (1)
and (2). For any  2 TDnx (M), if f is a Dn+1-tangential from (L; x) to
(M; y) and g is a Dn+1-tangential from (M; y) to (N; z), we have
g  f(sn+1()) = g(f(sn+1()))
= g(sn+1(n+1;n(f)())) = sn+1(n+1;n(g)  n+1;n(f)()),
which implies that n+1;n(g  f) = n+1;n(g)  n+1;n(f). Therefore we
have
g  f((d1; :::; dn+1) 2 Dn+1 7! (d1; :::; dn 1; dndn+1) 2 L)
= g(f((d1; :::; dn+1) 2 Dn+1 7 !
(d1; :::; dn 1; dndn+1) 2 L))
= g((d1; :::; dn+1) 2 Dn+1 7 !
n+1;n(f)()(d1; :::; dn 1; dndn+1) 2M)
= (d1; :::; dn+1) 2 Dn+1 7 !
n+1;n(g)  n+1;n(f)()(d1; :::; dn 1; dndn+1) 2 N
= (d1; :::; dn+1) 2 Dn+1 7 !
n+1;n(g  f)()(d1; :::; dn 1; dndn+1) 2 N ,
which implies that the composition g  f satises condition (3). Now we
can prove by induction on n that ^n+1;n(g  f) is a Dn-tangential from
(L; x) to (N; z), so that it is a Dn+1-tangential from (L; x) to (N; z).
The following simple proposition may help the reader understand
where our locution of Dn-tangential has originated.
Proposition 10 Let M;N be microlinear spaces with x 2 M and y 2
N . If f is a mapping from (M;x) to (N; y), then the assignment of
f   2 Tny (N) to each  2 Tnx(M), denoted by Dnf and called the Dn-
prolongation of f , is a Dn-tangential from (M;x) to (N; y). We have
Dnf = n+1;n(D
n+1f). If L is another microlinear space with z 2 L
and g is a mapping from (N; y) to (L; z), then we have Dn(g  f) =
(Dng)  (Dnf).
Proof. It is easy to see that Dnf abides by conditions (1) and (2).
Trivially Dnf = n+1;n(Dn+1f) and Dn(g  f) = (Dng)  (Dnf). For
any  2 Tnx(M), we have
Dn+1f((d1; :::; dn+1) 2 Dn+1 7! (d1; :::; dn 1; dndn+1))
= (d1; :::; dn+1) 2 Dn+1 7!
f((d1; :::; dn 1; dndn+1))
= (d1; :::; dn+1) 2 Dn+1 7!
Dnf()(d1; :::; dn 1; dndn+1)
= (d1; :::; dn+1) 2 Dn+1 7!
n+1;n(D
n+1f)()(d1; :::; dn 1; dndn+1),
which implies that Dn+1f abides by condition 3 for any natural number
n. By dint ofDnf = n+1;n(Dn+1f) again, we can prove by induction on
n that ^n+1;n(Dn+1f) is a Dn-tangential from (M;x) to (N; y), so that
Dn+1f is aDn+1-tangential from (M;x) to (N; y).
With due regard to Theorem 7, we have the following far-ung gen-
eralization of Proposition 1.5 of Nishimura [13]:
Theorem 11 Let f be a Dn-tangential from (M;x) to (N; y). Let D
and D0 be simplicial innitesimal spaces of dimension less than or equal
to n. Let  be a monomial mapping from D to D0. Let  2 TD 0x (M).
Then we have
fD (  ) = fD 0()  
Remark 12 The reader should note that the above far-ung generaliza-
tion of Proposition 1.5 of Nishimura [13] subsumes not only Proposition
1.5 of Nishimura [13] (subsuming (2) and (3)) but also Proposition 1.3
of Nishimura [13].
Proof. In place of giving a general proof with formidable notation,
we satisfy ourselves with an illustration. Here we deal only with the
case that D = D3, D0 = D(3) and
(d1; d2; d3) = (d1d2; d1d3; d2d3)
for any (d1; d2; d3) 2 D3, assuming that n  3. We note rst that the
monomial mapping  : D3 ! D(3) is the composition of two monomial
mappings
1 : D
3 ! D(6; (1; 2); (3; 4); (5; 6))
and
2 : D(6; (1; 2); (3; 4); (5; 6))! D(3)
with 1(d1; d2; d3) = (d1; d1; d2; d2; d3; d3) for any (d1; d2; d3) 2 D3 and
2(d1; d2; d3; d4; d5; d6) = (d1d3; d2d5; d4d6) for any (d1; d2; d3; d4; d5; d6) 2
D(6; (1; 2); (3; 4); (5; 6)), while the former monomial mapping 1 : D
3 !
D(6; (1; 2); (3; 4); (5; 6)) is in turn the composition of three monomial
mappings 11 : D
3 ! D(4; (1; 2)), 21 : D(4; (1; 2)) ! D(5; (1; 2); (3; 4))
and 31 : D(5; (1; 2); (3; 4))! D(6; (1; 2); (3; 4); (5; 6)) with
11(d1; d2; d3) = (d1; d1; d2; d3)
for any (d1; d2; d3) 2 D3,
21(d1; d2; d3; d4) = (d1; d2; d3; d3; d4)
for any (d1; d2; d3; d4) 2 D(4; (1; 2)) and
31(d1; d2; d3; d4; d5) = (d1; d2; d3; d4; d5; d5)
for any (d1; d2; d3; d4; d5) 2 D(5; (1; 2); (3; 4)). Therefore it su¢ ces to
prove that
f(0  11) = fD(4;(1;2))(0)  11 (4)
for any 0 2 TD(4;(1;2))x (M), that
fD(4;(1;2))(
00  21) = fD(5;(1;2);(3;4))(00)  21 (5)
for any 00 2 TD(5;(1;2);(3;4))x (M), that
fD(5;(1;2);(3;4))(
000  31) = fD(6;(1;2);(3;4);(5;6))(000)  31 (6)
for any 000 2 TD(6;(1;2);(3;4);(5;6))x (M), and that
fD(6;(1;2);(3;4);(5;6))(
0000  2) = fD(3)(0000)  2 (7)
for any 0000 2 TD(3)x (M). Since D(4; (1; 2)) = D(2)  D2, it is easy to
see that
f(0  11) = f(01 +
1
02) = f(
0
1) + f(
0
2)
where 01 = 
0  (i1 idD2) and 02 = 0  (i2 idD2) with i1(d) = (d; 0) 2
D(2) and i2(d) = (0; d) 2 D(2) for any d 2 D. On the other hand, we
have
fD(4;(1;2))(
0)  11 = l(f(01);f(02))  11 = f(01) + f(02)
where l(f(01);f(02)) : D(2)D2 ! N is the unique function with l(f(01);f(02))
(i1  idD2) = f(01) and l(f(01);f(02))  (i2  idD2) = f(02). Thus we have
established (4). By the same token we can establish (5) and (6). In
order to prove (7), it su¢ ces to note that
fD(6;(1;2);(3;4);(5;6))(
0000  2)  i135 = fD(3)(0000)  2  i135
together with the seven similar identities obtained from the above by
replacing i135 by seven other ijkl : D3 ! D(6; (1; 2); (3; 4); (5; 6)) in the
standard quasi-colimit representation of D(6; (1; 2); (3; 4); (5; 6)), where
ijkl : D
3 ! D(6; (1; 2); (3; 4); (5; 6)) (1  j < k < l  6) is a mapping
with ijkl(d1; d2; d3) = (:::; d1
j
; :::; d2
k
; :::; d3
l
; :::) (d1, d2 and d3 are inserted
at the j-th, k-th and l-th positions respectively, while the other compo-
nents are xed at 0). Its proof goes as follows. Since
fD(6;(1;2);(3;4);(5;6))(
0000  2)  i135 = f(0000  2  i135),
it su¢ ces to show that
f(0000  2  i135) = fD(3)(0000)  2  i135.
However the last identity follows at once by simply observing that the
mapping 2  i135 : D3 ! D(3) is the mapping
(d1; d2; d3) 2 D3 7 ! (d1d2; 0; 0) 2 D(3),
which is the successive composition of the following three mappings:
(d1; d2; d3) 2 D3 7 ! (d1; d2) 2 D2
(d1; d2) 2 D2 7 ! d1d2 2 D
d 2 D 7 ! (d; 0; 0) 2 D(3).
Corollary 13 Let f be a Dn-tangential from (M;x) to (N; y). Let D
be a simplicially innitesimal spaces of dimension less than or equal to
n. Any nonstandard quasi-colimit representation of D, if any mapping
into D in the representation is monomial, induces the same mapping
as fD (induced by the standard quasi-colimit representation of D) by the
method in the proof of Theorem 7.
Proof. It su¢ ces to note that
fDm(  ) = fD ()  
for any mapping  : Dm ! D in the given nonstandard quasi-colimit
representation of D, which follows directly from the above theorem.
4 The Second Kind of Tangentials
Let n be a natural number. A Dn-pseudotangential from (M;x) to
(N; y) is a mapping f : TDnx (M) ! TDny (N) such that for any  2
TDnx (M) and any  2 R, we have the following:
f() = f() (8)
We denote by J^n(M;x;N; y) the totality of Dn-pseudotangentials
from (M;x) to (N; y).
Lemma 14 Let f be a Dn+1-pseudotangential from (M;x) to (N; y) and
 2 TDnx (M). Then there exists a unique 0 2 TDny (N) such that for
any d 2 Dn, we have
f(id()) = id(
0)
Proof. For any d0 2 Dn+1, we have
f(id0d()) = f(d
0(id()))
= d0(f(id()))
so that the lemma follows from Proposition 5.
Proposition 15 The assignment  2 TDnx (M) 7 ! 0 2 TDny (N) in
the above lemma is a Dn-pseudotangential from (M;x) to (N; y).
Proof. For any  2 R, we have
id((^n+1;n(f)())) = (id(^n+1;n(f)()))
= (f(id())) = f((id())) = f(id()),
which establishes the desired proposition.
By the above proposition we have the canonical projection ^n+1;n :
J^n+1(M;x;N; y)! J^n(M;x;N; y), so that
f(id()) = id(^n+1;n(f)())
for any f 2 J^n+1(M;x;N; y), any d 2 Dn and any  2 TDnx (M). For any
natural numbers n, m with m  n, we dene ^n;m : J^n(M;x;N; y) !
J^m(M;x;N; y) to be ^m+1;m  :::  ^n;n 1.
Proposition 16 Let f be aDn+1-pseudotangential from (M;x) to (N; y)
and d 2 Dn. Then the following diagrams are commutative:
TDn+1x (M) f                ! T
Dn+1
y (N)
id " " id
TDnx (M)
               !
^n+1;n(f) T
Dn
y (N)
TDn+1x (M) f                ! T
Dn+1
y (N)
n+1;n # # n+1;n
TDnx (M)
              !
^n+1;n(f) T
Dn
y (N)
Proof. The commutativity of the rst diagram is exactly the den-
ition of ^n+1;n(f). For the sake of commutativity of the second diagram,
it su¢ ces to note by dint of Proposition 1 that for any d 2 Dn, we have
id(^n+1;n(f)(n+1;n())) = f(id(n+1;n()))
= f(d) = d(f()) = id(n+1;n(f())).
Corollary 17 Let f be a Dn+1-pseudotangential from (M;x) to (N; y).
For any ; 0 2 TDn+1x (M), if jDn = 0jDn, then f()jDn = f(0)jDn.
Proof. By the above proposition, we have
n+1;n(f()) = ^n+1;n(f)(n+1;n())
= ^n+1;n(f)(n+1;n(
0)) = n+1;n(f(0)),
which establishes the desired proposition.
The notion of aDn-tangential from (M;x) to (N; y) is dened induc-
tively on n. The notion of a D0-tangential from (M;x) to (N; y) and
that of a D1-tangential from (M;x) to (N; y) shall be identical with
that of a D0-pseudotangential from (M;x) to (N; y) and that of a D1-
pseudotangential from (M;x) to (N; y) respectively. Now we proceed by
induction on n. A Dn+1-pseudotangential f : TDn+1x (M) ! TDn+1y (N)
from (M;x) to (N; y) is called a Dn+1-tangential from (M;x) to (N; y)
if it acquiesces in the following two conditions:
1. ^n+1;n(f) is a Dn-tangential from (M;x) to (N; y).
2. For any simple polynomial  of d 2 Dn+1 with l = dim and any
 2 TDlx (M), we have
f(  ) = (n+1;l(f)())   (9)
We denote by Jn(M;x;N; y) the totality of Dn-tangentials from
(M;x) to (N; y). By the very denition of a Dn-tangential, the pro-
jection ^n+1;n : J^n+1(M;x;N; y)! J^n(M;x;N; y) is naturally restricted
to a mapping n+1;n : Jn+1(M;x;N; y) ! Jn(M;x;N; y). Similarly for
n;m : Jn(M;x;N; y)! Jm(M;x;N; y) with m  n. We note in passing
that Propositions 9 and 10 together with their proofs can be modied
easily for Dn-tangentials.
5 The Relationship between the Two
Kinds of Tangentials without
Coordinates
The principal objective in this section is to dene a mapping 'n :
Jn(M;x;N; y)! Jn(M;x;N; y). Let us begin with
Lemma 18 Let f be a Dn-pseudotangential from (M;x) to (N; y) and
 2 TDnx (M). Then there exists a unique 0 2 TDny (N) such that
f((d1; :::; dn) 2 Dn 7 ! (d1 + :::+ dn) 2M)
= (d1; :::; dn) 2 Dn 7 ! 0(d1 + :::+ dn) 2 N
Proof. By Proposition 4.
We will denote by '^n(f)() the unique 
0 in the above lemma,
thereby getting a function '^n(f) : T
Dn
x (M)! TDny (N).
Proposition 19 For any f 2 J^n(M;x;N; y), we have
'^n(f) 2 J^n(M;x;N; y).
Proof. It su¢ ces to note that for any  2 R and any  2 TDnx (M),
we have
(d1; :::; dn) 2 Dn 7 ! '^n(f)()(d1 + :::+ dn) 2 N
= f((d1; :::; dn) 2 Dn 7 ! ()(d1 + :::+ dn) 2M)
= f((d1; :::; dn) 2 Dn 7 ! (d1 + :::+ dn) 2M)
= f( 
1
::: 
n
(d1; :::; dn) 2 Dn 7 ! (d1 + :::+ dn) 2M))
=  
1
::: 
n
(f((d1; :::; dn) 2 Dn 7 ! (d1 + :::+ dn) 2M))
=  
1
::: 
n
((d1; :::; dn) 2 Dn 7 ! '^n(f)()(d1 + :::+ dn) 2 N)
= (d1; :::; dn) 2 Dn 7 ! '^n(f)()(d1 + :::+ dn) 2 N
= (d1; :::; dn) 2 Dn 7 ! ('^n(f)())(d1 + :::+ dn) 2 N ,
which implies that
'^n(f)() = ('^n(f)())
Proposition 20 The diagram
J^n+1(M;x;N; y) '^n+1                   ! J^
n+1(M;x;N; y)
^n+1;n # # ^n+1;n
J^n(M;x;N; y)
                  !
'^n J^n(M;x;N; y)
is commutative.
Proof. For any d 2 Dn, we have
(d1;:::; dn) 2 Dn 7 ! id(^n+1;n('^n+1(f))())(d1 + :::+ dn) 2 N
=dn+1((d1; :::; dn+1) 2 Dn+1 7 !
id(^n+1;n('^n+1(f))())(d1 + :::+ dn+1) 2 N)
=dn+1((d1; :::; dn+1) 2 Dn+1 7 !
'^n+1(f)(id())(d1 + :::+ dn+1) 2 N)
=dn+1(f((d1; :::; dn+1) 2 Dn+1 7 ! id()(d1 + :::+ dn+1) 2M))
=^n+1;n(f)((d1; :::; dn) 2 Dn 7 ! id()(d1 + :::+ dn) 2M)
=^n+1;n(f)((d1; :::; dn) 2 Dn 7 ! (d)(d1 + :::+ dn) 2M)
=(d1; :::; dn) 2 Dn 7 ! '^n(^n+1;n(f))(d)(d1 + :::+ dn) 2 N
=(d1; :::; dn) 2 Dn 7 ! d('^n(^n+1;n(f))())(d1 + :::+ dn) 2 N
=(d1; :::; dn) 2 Dn 7 ! id('^n(^n+1;n(f))())(d1 + :::+ dn) 2 N ,
which implies by Proposition 2 that
^n+1;n('^n+1(f)) = '^n(^n+1;n(f))
Proposition 21 Let D be a simplicial innitesimal space of dimension
n and degree m. Let f be a Dn-pseudotangential from (M;x) to (N; y)
and  2 TDnx (M). Then we have
fD ((d1; :::; dm) 2 D 7 ! (d1 + :::+ dm) 2M)
= (d1; :::; dm) 2 D 7 ! '^n(f)(d1 + :::+ dm) 2 N
Proof. It su¢ ces to note that for any i : Dk ! D in the standard
quasi-colimit representation of D, we have
fD ((d1; :::; dm) 2 D 7 ! (d1 + :::+ dm) 2M)  i
= fDk((d1; :::; dk) 2 Dk 7 ! (d1 + :::+ dk) 2M)
= (d1; :::; dk) 2 Dk 7 ! '^k(fDk)(d1 + :::+ dk) 2 N
[by Lemma 18]
= ((d1; :::; dm) 2 D 7 ! '^n(f)(d1 + :::+ dm) 2 N)  i
[by Proposition 20]
Theorem 22 For any f 2 Jn(M;x;N; y), we have
'^n(f) 2 Jn(M;x;N; y).
Proof. In view of Proposition 19, it su¢ ces to show that '^n(f)
satises the condition (9). Here we deal only with the case that n = 3
and the simple polynomial  at issue is d 2 D3 7 ! d2 2 D, leaving the
general treatment safely to the reader. Since
(d1 + d2 + d3)
2 = 2(d1d2 + d1d3 + d2d3)
for any (d1; d2; d3) 2 D3, we have the following commutative dia-
gram:
D3
! D(6)
+D3 # # +D(6)
D3 !

D
(10)
where +D3 : D3 ! D3 and +D(6) : D(6) ! D stand for addition of
components. Then we have
'^3(f)(  ) +D3
= f(   +D3) [by the denition of '^3]
= f( +D(6)  )
= fD(6)( +D(6))   [by Theorem 11]
= '^1(3;1(f))() +D(6)   [by Proposition 21]
= 3;1('^3(f)) +D(6)   [by Proposition 20]
= 3;1('^3(f))   +D3
which implies by Proposition 2 that '^3(f)(  ) = 3;1('^3(f))  .
Thus the mapping '^n : bJn(M;x;N; y)! bJn(M;x;N; y) is naturally
restricted to a mapping 'n : J
n(M;x;N; y)! Jn(M;x;N; y).
6 The Relationship between the Two
Kinds of Tangentials with Coordinates
The principal objective in this section is to show that the mapping
'n : J
n(M;x;N; y) ! Jn(M;x;N; y) is bijective for any natural num-
ber n in case that coordinates are available. We will assume that M
and N are formal manifolds of dimensions p and q respectively. Since
our considerations to follow are always innitesimal, this means that we
can assume without any loss of generality that M = Rp and N = Rq.
We will let i with or without subscripts range over natural numbers
between 1 and p (including endpoints), while we will let j with or
without subscripts range over natural numbers between 1 and q (in-
cluding endpoints). Let x = (xi) and y = (yj). For any natural num-
ber n, we denote by J n(p; q) the totality of (ji ; ji1i2 ; :::; ji1:::in)s of
pq + p2q+ ... +pnq elements of R such that ji1:::iks are symmetric
with respect to subscripts, i.e., ji(1):::i(k) = 
j
i1:::ik
for any  2 Sk
(2  k  n). Therefore the number of independent components in
(ji ; 
j
i1i2
; :::; ji1:::in) 2 J n(p; q) is qnk=0(p+k 1p 1 )   q = q(p+nn )   q. The
canonical projection
(ji ; 
j
i1i2
; :::; ji1:::in ; 
j
i1:::in+1
) 2 J n+1(p; q) 7 !
(ji ; 
j
i1i2
; :::; ji1:::in) 2 J n(p; q)
is denoted by n+1;n. We will use Einsteins summation convention to
suppress .
In our previous paper [13] we have dened a natural mapping n :
J n(p; q) ! Jn(M;x;N; y), which was shown to be bijective (cf. Theo-
rem 3.7 of [13]). We denote the composition n 'n by !n : J n(p; q)!
Jn(M;x;N; y). It is of the form
!n((
j
i ; 
j
i1i2
; :::; ji1i2:::in))(d 2 Dn 7 ! (xi) + nr=1
dr
r!
(air) 2 Rp)
=d 2 Dn 7 !
nr=1
dr
r!
1r1:::rkn(
r!
r1!:::rk!
ji1:::ika
i1
r1
:::aikrk) 2 Rq,
where the last  is taken over all partitions of the positive integer r into
positive integers r1; :::; rk (so that r = r1 + :::+ rk) with r1  :::  rk.
Now we are going to dene mappings !n : Jn(M;x;N; y)! J n(p; q)
by induction on n such that the diagram
Jn+1(M;x;N; y) !n+1                 ! J
n+1(p; q)
n+1;n # # n+1;n
Jn(M;x;N; y)                   !!n J n(p; q)
is commutative. The mapping !0 : J0(M;x;N; y) ! J 0(p; q) shall
be the trivial one. Assuming that !n : Jn(M;x;N; y) ! J n(p; q) is
dened, we are going to dene !n+1 : Jn+1(M;x;N; y) ! J n+1(p; q),
for which it su¢ ces, by the required commutativity of the above dia-
gram, only to give ji1:::in+1s to each f 2 Jn+1(M;x;N; y). Let ei denote
(0; :::; 0; 1; 0; :::; 0) 2 Rp, where 1 is inserted at the i-th position, while
the other p  1 elements are xed zero. By the general Kock axiom (cf.
Lavendhomme [5, Subsection 2.1.3]), f(d 2 Dn+1 7 ! (xi) + d(d1ei1 +
:::+ dn+1ein+1) 2M) should be a polynomial of d; d1; :::; dn+1, in which
the coe¢ cient of dn+1d1:::dn+1 should be of the form
m1!:::mp!(
1
i1:::in+1
; :::; qi1:::in+1) 2 Rq, wheremi is the number of iks with
i = ik. We choose these 
j
i1:::in+1
s as our desired ji1:::in+1s. Obviously
we have
Proposition 23 For any f 2 Jn(M;x;N; y), we have !n(f) 2 J n(p; q).
It is easy to see that
Proposition 24 The composition !n  !n is the identity mapping of
J n(p; q).
Proof. Using the commutative diagram
J n+1(p; q) !n+1   ! J
n+1(M;x;N; y) !n+1    ! J
n+1(p; q)
n+1;n # # n+1;n # n+1;n
J n(p; q)   !!n Jn(M;x;N; y)   !!n J n(p; q)
we can easily establish the desired result by induction on n.
This means in particular that the mapping 'n : J
n(M;x;N; y) !
Jn(M;x;N; y) is injective. To show its surjectivity, simple dimension
counting will su¢ ce by dint of the above proposition. Lets note the
following plain proposition, which may belong to the folklore.
Proposition 25 Any f 2 J^n(M;x;N; y) is of the form
f(d 2 Dn 7 ! (xi) + nr=1
dr
r!
(air) 2 Rp)
= d 2 Dn 7 ! nr=1
dr
r!
1r1:::rkn(

r
r1;:::;rk
((ai1r1); :::; (a
ik
rk
)))
2 Rq,
where 
rr1;:::;rk : (R
p)k ! Rq is a symmetric k-linear mapping, and the
last  is taken over all partitions of the positive integer r into positive
integers r1; :::; rk (so that r = r1 + :::+ rk) with r1  :::  rk
Proof. By the same token as in the proof of Proposition 11 of
Lavendhomme [5, Section 1.2].
Proposition 26 The dimension of Jn(M;x;N; y) is less than or equal
to that Jn(M;x;N; y).
Proof. The dimension of J^n(M;x;N; y), which can be calculated
easily by the above proposition, is larger than that of Jn(M;x;N; y).
By way of example, the dimension of J^2(M;x;N; y) is q(p+22 ) + (p  
1)q, while that of J2(M;x;N; y) is q(p+22 )   q. In order to reduce the
dimension of J^n(M;x;N; y) to that of Jn(M;x;N; y), which is expected
to coincide with that of Jn(M;x;N; y), we have to take the condition
(9) into consideration. In case of n = 2, it su¢ ces to consider the
condition for d 2 D2 7 ! d2 2 D. In case of n = 3, it su¢ ces to
consider the condition for d 2 D3 7 ! d2 2 D, d 2 D3 7 ! d3 2 D and
d 2 D3 7 ! d+ d2 2 D3. The general case is safely left to the reader.
Theorem 27 The mapping 'n : Jn(M;x;N; y) ! Jn(M;x;N; y) is
bijective.
Proof. This follows simply from Propositions 24 and 26.
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